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Videos and more on:
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CANADA
Säätötuli Canada Enterprises inc.
5720 rue Barré
St. Hyacinthe, QC
J2R 1E4
Small size for easy handling
19.7 x 20.8', height 39.4'
Resists up to 500kg (1100lbs)

(450)-253-1567
www.saatotuli.ca
www.big-bags.ca

Resellers, do not hesitate to
contact us for pricing.

Take it with
you everywhere

BIG-BAG COVERS

No more rainwater pouring on your wood
with our convenient 47.2 x 47.2' covers

FORESTRY

Discover also the Pilkemaster
ﬁrewood processors
www.ﬁrewoodprocessors.ca

BIG-BAGS
www.big-bags.ca
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FORESTRY BIG-BAG
AN INNOVATIVE WAY TO
HANDLE YOUR
FIREWOOD LOGISTICS
The forestry big-bag makes production,
drying and delivery of ﬁrewood easier. .

Strong
Strong and
and reusable
reusable

Easy to empty, our big-bags will
simplify your deliveries.
.

Thanks to the black plastic fabric with
superior UV-protection, our big-bags can
be used outside for 4 to 5 years.
.

Increasing customer loyalty

Big-bags can be reused several times as
long as they are not pierced.
.

Space
Space saving
saving
Unlike a wooden or a metal crate, an empty
big-bag takes almost no space.

11 bulk
bulk ﬁlled
ﬁlled bag
bag == 11 face
face cord
cord
No more time and labour consuming
stacking. Our big-bags are designed to
hold a face cord when bulk-ﬁlled with
a conveyor.
.

Firewood dries inside the bag
Thanks to the two ventilated mesh sides,
air can freely ﬂow through the bag
and your ﬁrewood will dry inside as
well as if it was stacked.

DRY’N’TURN
BAG

OPEN-BOTTOM BAG

Dimensions:
37.8 x 37.8'
height 63 inch

Dimensions:
37.8 x 37.8'
height 59 or
63 inch
Resists up to
1000kg (2200lbs)

Once
Once inside
inside the
the bag,
bag, no
no need
need
to
touch
the
wood
anymore
to touch the wood anymore
Save space during the drying
and warehousing of your wood.
Once full, the big-bags are
stable enough to be stacked
on two levels.
.

Leaving full big-bags to your customers
and charging a depot for the bag will
increase your customer loyalty. As the
customer pays for a depot, he will
naturally come back to you to ﬁll
his bag again.

Exclusive open-bottom mechanism allows
fast and easy unloading.

Resists up to
1000kg (2200lbs)

Can be turned easily upside down with the
bottom handles to empty the ﬁrewood.

Video available on
www.big-bags.ca

Video available on
www.big-bags.ca

Putting a pallet underneath
the bags will optimize the
airﬂow for drying.
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